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Substrate�induced phases (SIPs) are polymorphic phases which are found in thin films of a 

material and are different from the single crystal or “bulk” structure of a material.  In this work, 

we investigate the presence of a SIP in the family of [1]benzothieno[3,2�b]benzothiophene 

(BTBT) organic semiconductors and the effect of aging and solvent vapor annealing on the film 

structure.  Through extensive X�ray structural investigations of spin coated films, we find a SIP 

with a significantly different structure to that found in single crystals of the same material forms; 

the SIP has a herringbone motif while single crystals display layered π�π stacking.  Over time, 

the structure of the film is found to slowly convert to the single crystal structure.  Solvent vapor 

annealing initiates the same structural evolution process but at a greatly increased rate, and near 

complete conversion can be achieved in a short period of time.  As properties such as charge 

transport capability are determined by the molecular structure, this work highlights the 

importance of understanding and controlling the structure of organic semiconductor films and 

presents a simple method to control the film structure by solvent vapor annealing.  
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In the field of organic electronics, the dependence of charge transport capabilities on molecular 

structure is well established and consideration of the semiconductor molecular structure is a key 

aspect in the optimal design of organic field�effect transistors (OFETs).1–4   As the majority of 

charge transport occurs within the first few molecular layers, knowledge and control of the 

molecular structure at the substrate – film interface is therefore of great importance when 



considering materials for OFETs.5  It has been demonstrated that the structure close to the 

substrate is not always the same as that of the bulk and so�called thin film, surface�mediated or 

substrate�induced phases (SIPs) may form.6,7  These polymorphic phases, which are typically not 

found as single crystal structures,  were first observed in films of the prototypical organic 

semiconductor pentacene,8–13 and have since been found in other systems.14–20  In films of 

pentacene, the SIP is found to be less energetically favorable than the bulk phase in isolation, but 

is stabilized close to the substrate due to improved compatibility of the structure with the flat 

surface of the substrate such that in the presence of the substrate it is the most stable form.21,22  

The structural difference between the SIPs and bulk phases of π�conjugated molecules is most 

often related to a small change in the tilt angle between the approximately upright�standing 

molecules and the substrate, resulting in more favorable molecule�substrate interactions and a 

decrease in the out�of�plane lattice spacing such that the two phases are similar but distinct from 

one another.13,23,24  Moreover, SIPs are found to be present only up to a certain film thickness 

after which the bulk form grows on top so that two phases coexist within a thick film.15,23–25  It is 

therefore clear that the structure of the SIP may influence charge mobility and potential device 

performance when present due to its proximity to the substrate.   

For solution�processed OFETs, other considerations are the various secondary effects (e.g. 

rapid solvent evaporation, dewetting, etc.) which occur during coating and impact on the long 

range molecular order.26,27  This has led to the routine treatment of films post�coating, with a 

view to improving molecular ordering; thermal annealing, and more recently solvent vapor 

annealing (SVA),28 are two examples of processes which may be utilized.  The sometimes high 

temperatures required for thermal annealing can limit the choice of substrate and also the choice 

of semiconducting material due to melting or thermal decomposition; this makes SVA an 



attractive proposition as it is less harsh on the sensitive systems used in organic electronics.  

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that use of a SVA processing step can lead to improved 

device performance when compared with using thermal annealing alone.29 When applied to 

pentacene films displaying a SIP, thermal annealing or SVA initiates a conversion to the bulk 

form.7,30,31  This shows further potential for annealing to not only increase long range order, but 

also to lead to a reorganization of molecules and  potentially alter film properties significantly. 

 

���������Molecular structure of C8O�BTBT�OC8.� 

In this work, we investigate the possible presence of a SIP in films of a symmetrically 

alkylated [1]benzothieno[3,2�b]benzothiophene (BTBT) derivative and the effect of time and 

SVA on the stability or evolution of the crystalline structure and morphology. Alkylated BTBT 

derivatives have shown great potential for use in air�stable, high performance, solution�

processable OFETs.32–38  Charge transport mobilities of up to 3.5 cm2 V�1 s�1 have been recorded 

for polycrystalline films of dioctyl�BTBT (C8�BTBT�C8),
34 with even higher values recorded for 

single crystals.35,39  Modification of the alkyl chain length of symmetrically substituted BTBT 

cores does not alter the arrangement of these BTBT cores; symmetrically dialkylated derivatives 

are isostructural with a herring�bone (HB) packing motif and no SIPs are currently known for 

this class of molecule.33  The subject of this study, dioctyloxy�BTBT (C8O�BTBT�OC8) (Figure 

1), has an oxygen atom added between the BTBT core and the alkyl chains to encourage a 

different packing motif;40 we will investigate whether this structural change leads to the presence 



of a SIP, using a variety of techniques to determine the solid�state arrangement of molecules in 

spin coated films.  
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Synthesis of C8O�BTBT�OC8 is detailed in the Supporting Information. 

Crystal Structure: Single crystals of C8O�BTBT�OC8 were grown by slow evaporation of 

unsaturated HPLC grade hexane solutions.  X�ray diffraction data for crystals of the compound 

were collected at 123 K with graphite monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) using 

an Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur E instrument.  All non�hydrogen atoms were refined 

anisotropically.  Hydrogen atoms were included in calculated positions utilizing riding modes. 

The structure was refined to convergance using all unique reflections and against F
2 with the 

SHELXL�97 program.41 C30H40O2S2, Mr = 496.74, triclinic, space group P1, a = 5.5225(4), b = 

8.0712(4), c = 31.0578(15) Å, α = 94.482(4), β = 92.994(5), γ = 105.696(5)o, V = 1324.76(13) 

Å3, Z = 2, U = 0.226 mm�1; 2θmax = 54.0 °, 10939 reflections, 5633 unique, Rint = 0.0474; final 

refinement to convergence on F2 gave R = 0.0537 (F, 4012 obs. data only) and Rw = 0.1040 (F2, 

all data), GOF = 1.054. Detailed crystallographic data with refinement parameters are listed in 

complete crystallographic information files (CIF). 

Polarized optical microscopy: Films were studied with a Nikon Eclipse E200 microscope 

equipped with a Nikon DS�Fi1 digital camera.  Images were treated using the NIS�Elements 

software package (version 3.0). 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM): Measurements were performed using a Nanosurf Easyscan 2 

instrument in non�contact mode.  A TAP 190 cantilever (Budgetsensors) with a nominal 

resonance frequency of 190 kHz was used.  Data analysis and visualization was performed using 

the Gwyddion software package.42  



Thin film preparation: Samples were prepared on silicon wafers (SIEGET WAFER Gmbh) 

with a 150 nm thick thermally grown oxide layer (SiOx).  Substrates were cleaned in an 

ultrasonic bath in acetone for 15 min and then isopropanol for a further 15 min, before drying 

with CO2 gas.  Films were prepared by spin�coating from chloroform solutions (150 µL, 10.8 mg 

ml�1) at a rotation speed of 2500 RPM for 45s.  Solutions were filtered through a 0.2 µL PTFE 

syringe filter immediately before film deposition.  Films were solvent vapour annealed by 

placing the spin�coated film in a sealed glass beaker with chloroform solvent (50 mL) for 6 days. 

X;ray measurements: Specular X�ray diffraction (sXRD) measurements were performed on a 

PANalytical EMPYREAN reflectometer setup equipped with a copper sealed tube, a 1/32° 

primary slit, 10 mm beam mask and a multilayer mirror (λ = 1.54 Å) on the primary side.  A 

receiving slit of 0.1 mm and a 3D PANalytical PIXcel detector were used on the secondary side. 

Grazing incidence X�ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements were performed at the BM25b 

beamline43 at the ESRF (Grenoble, France) using X�rays with a wavelength of 0.9998 Å and an 

incident angle of αi = 0.13°, just below the critical angle of the substrate.   The sample was 

placed in a beryllium chamber44 and data were collected under an N2 gas flow.  Diffracted 

intensities were measured using a 2D CCD area detector (Photonic Science Ltd.).  Data were 

converted to reciprocal space maps using the in�house�developed software package PyGID, 

which was also using for peak indexation.45 Additional GIXD measurements were conducted at 

BESSY II (Berlin, Germany) at the KMC�2 beamline using X�rays with a wavelength of 1.00 Å 

and a 2D cross�wire detector (BRUKER).46 An incident angle of αi = 0.13° was chosen to 

enhance the scattered intensities.  In order to minimize the beam damage of the samples, a 

constant flow of argon was directly applied on the samples. The reciprocal space maps were 

calculated with the xrayutilities library for Python.47  
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The single crystal structure of C8O�BTBT�OC8 is shown in Figure 2 and the unit cell 

parameters are displayed in Table 1.  The structure is found to be layered, with slipped π�π 

stacking of the molecular cores and an interdigitation of molecules, in contrast to the HB motif 

displayed by other dialkylated BTBT derivatives (the unit cell parameters of C8�BTBT�C8 are 

listed in Table 1).33 This interdigitated structure could intuitively lead to an incompatibility with 

a flat surface so that, as in the case of pentacene, a different structure may form in the presence 

of a surface due to this incompatibility.13,23,24
�

 

���������Single crystal structure of C8O�BTBT�OC8 showing the unit cell and interdigitation of 

molecules.  Hydrogen atoms have been removed for clarity. 

� �



���������Unit cell parameters of the different crystal phases of C8O�BTBT�OC8 and the related 

C8�BTBT�C8.�

Sample a [Å] b [Å] c [Å] α [°] β [°] γ [°] ρ [g cm�

3] 

C8O�BTBT�
OC8 Single 
X�tala) 

5.5225(4
) 

8.0712(4
) 

31.058(2
) 

94.482(4
) 

92.994(5
) 

105.696(
5) 

1.245 

C8O�BTBT�
OC8 Bulk 
SVAb)

�

5.56 8.27 30.89 96.50 93.00 107.80 1.233 

C8O�BTBT�
OC8 SIP 

6.02 7.75 31.08 90 97.00 90 1.146 

C8�BTBT�
C8

33
�

5.927(7) 7.88(1) 29.18(4) 90 92.443(4
) 

90 1.133 

a) Single crystal data collected at 123 K; b) Film measured at room temperature.  

 

C8O�BTBT�OC8 films were spin�coated from chloroform solution onto pre�cleaned silicon 

wafers with a 150 nm layer of thermally grown oxide.  AFM measurements (Figure 3a) and 

optical microscopy (see Supporting Information) show that the as�prepared polycrystalline films 

are very rough with many individual crystallites visible; AFM measurements show a film 

thickness of approximately 65 nm with an average roughness of 18 nm.  This thickness suggests 

the film is approximately 22 molecular layers thick, if molecules are standing upright with the 

long molecular axis perpendicular to the substrate (molecular length of 33.88 Å), as is commonly 

the case for films of rod�like conjugated molecules.48 



 

���������AFM images of as�prepared (a) and solvent annealed (b) films and sXRD patterns of 

the same as�prepared (black) and solvent annealed (red) films (c). 

Specular X�ray diffraction (sXRD) measurements, which measure only the lattice spacing 

perpendicular to the plane of the substrate, show several diffraction peaks (Figure 3c).  The 001 

reflection is observed at qz = 0.20 Å�1, along with higher order reflections, giving an out�of�plane 

lattice spacing of 30.85 Å.  This is comparable to the 31.06 Å of the 001 of the bulk single 

crystal structure but distinct; the d�spacing of 30.85 Å is close to the molecular length (33.88 Å) 

suggesting upright�standing molecules are present.  This is very similar to other examples of 

SIPs such as pentacene, where only small changes in the out�of�plane lattice spacings occur even 

though a new molecular arrangement exists.49 



 

�������� Experimental GIXD patterns of C8O�BTBT�OC8 films (above) and the corresponding 

peak indexation (below).  Black crosses show peaks belonging to the SIP while red crosses 

belong to the bulk phase.   

Grazing incidence X�ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements were carried out to investigate the 

in�plane structure, i.e. the periodic packing within a sheet of C8O�BTBT�OC8, and the results 

show that the structure is in fact very different to that of the bulk.  Films were first measured at 

the ESRF in Grenoble, France, and the same samples were then measured again 6 months later at 

BESSY II in Berlin, Germany.  Peaks are observed along rods at qxy = 1.34, 1.64 and 1.95 Å�1 at 

various qz; none of these peaks should be present from the bulk structure and no other peaks are 

observed, showing a SIP has formed (Figure 4, left).  The broadness of the peaks suggests that 

the crystalline domains are small.  Using the unit cell of the known C8�BTBT�C8 structure (Table 

1) as a starting point,33 all diffraction peaks can be indexed by a slight adjustment of all unit cell 

parameters of this known structure; a monoclinic unit cell with two molecules in the asymmetric 

unit is able to explain the experimental GIXD pattern (Figure 4 and Table 1).  The similarity of 



this unit cell to those of other dialkylated BTBT derivatives suggests that the SIP of C8O�BTBT�

OC8 has molecules in a HB packing formation, in contrast to the layered, slipped π�π stacked 

structure observed in the bulk.  Close packing is accepted to be the main driver in crystal 

structure formation and, therefore, the fact that the SIP is found to be less dense than the bulk 

structure (Table 1) may suggest that the SIP is a metastable form induced by the substrate.50  It 

has not been possible to determine the exact HB angle or angle of tilt from the from these X�ray 

measurements, however, the strength of 020 reflection suggests that the BTBT cores (as the most 

electron dense fragments) are aligned approximately parallel to the a�axis in the 020 plane and 

that the difference between the out�of�plane lattice spacing and the molecular length likely arises 

from the alkyl chains bending away from the BTBT cores towards the substrate as opposed to a 

tilting of the core itself. 

The measurements conducted 6 months later show a similar diffraction pattern, however, now 

with the addition of new peaks (Figure 4, middle).  The SIP is still the dominant phase, while 

new peaks are visible at qxy = 0.82, 1.16 and 1.66 Å�1 at various qz.  These new peaks can be 

assigned to the bulk structure and show an evolution from a metastable SIP towards the bulk has 

occurred over time.  It is unclear if over a longer period of time the complete structure would 

convert to the bulk (including at the interface with the dielectric), even a slight conversion 

between forms could have a significant impact on the electronic properties and further underlines 

the importance of identifying and understanding SIPs.     

With the presence of the SIP established, the effect of SVA on the film morphology and 

structure was investigated.  Films were solvent annealed for 6 days using chloroform vapor.  

Long annealing times were chosen to ensure that samples had fully undergone any changes 

arising from the SVA process.  AFM (Figure 3b) and optical microscopy (see Supporting 



Information) measurements show significant changes to the film morphology.  Larger domains 

of a regular shape are now present with a lower surface coverage and exposed (molecule free) 

substrate.  sXRD measurements (Figure 3c) show only a small change in the out�of�plane 

structure (lattice spacing of 31.10 Å), while sharper diffraction peaks and the regular shape of 

domains indicate improved film crystallinity. 

GIXD measurements after SVA reveal a large number of new peaks.  Many of these peaks are 

affected by splitting, making interpretation of the data more difficult.  Despite this difficulty, it is 

clear that the bulk structure dominates and peaks at 0.82, 1.18, 1.58 and 1.66 Å�1 in qxy can be 

indexed with the bulk unit cell (Table 1 and Figure 4, right).  This shows that the SVA process 

has induced a conversion from the SIP to the bulk phase, effectively the same process which 

occurs due to aging but at a significantly increased rate.  The conversion may, however, not be 

complete and peaks at 1.62 Å�1 in qxy could correspond to the bulk or the SIP.  There are also 

peaks present at 1.20 and 1.54 Å�1 in qxy which cannot be indexed using the two, now known, 

structures of C8O�BTBT�OC8.  These peaks could arise from a third, unknown, polymorphic 

phase or they are the result of a supercell of either the SIP or the bulk phase; as a doubling of the 

in�plane lattice parameters of either phase can then account for these peaks and was also 

observed for a similar system previously.15   

Films were also prepared from o�xylene solutions using the same preparation parameters 

(solution concentration, spin�coating speed, etc.).  Optical microscopy, AFM, sXRD and GIXD 

data are presented in the Supporting Information.  The films display the same behavior as those 

described above, with a SIP transforming into the bulk by long time aging and more rapidly by 

SVA.  This shows that, in the case of C8O�BTBT�OC8 on silica, the choice of solvent during 



preparation does not have an effect on the crystal structure of resultant film and a SIP still forms 

regardless. 

 �
�����
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In conclusion, we have presented a detailed structural investigation of spin�coated films of 

C8O�BTBT�OC8 on a solid silica surface.  A SIP with a HB packing motif is formed, in contrast 

to the slipped π�π stacking of the bulk, and the same structure persists regardless of the solvent 

used during sample preparation.  Over 6 months, the SIP structure slowly evolves towards that of 

the bulk.  Using SVA, the rate of conversion to the bulk can be greatly increased and gives 

almost complete conversion within a few days, providing a simple method to switch from the 

SIP to the bulk polymorph.  Furthermore, this is the first example of a SIP that has a completely 

different packing arrangement from that of the bulk and is not only related to a change in the 

molecular tilt of the core typically responsible for the charge transport.  This work emphasizes 

the importance of SIPs when dealing with organic electronics and shows the potential for SVA to 

be used for polymorph selection. 
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